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Adibasi Girl Child in Tea Plantation : 
Field Studies 

In the Second Chpater a brief discussion was made on the situation of 

girl child in contemporary Indian society as a whole and also the back ground 

ofthe gender biasness of our society. In this chapter a broad discussion will 

be made on the girl child among the adibasi plantation labourers based on 

first hand information collected from the two gardens studied. 

Value of Children Among Adibasi Plantation Labourers 

The society and culture determine the attitude of parents,the attitude 

of p•&i~:<:~; dhe kinsmen towards their descendents. The soCio-economic

cultural values largely govern the value _of children among the adibasi society. 

To the adibasi labourers children are desirable for the continuation of lineage 

and also for the satisfaction of the self. They largely view the children as the 

sources of emotional gratification economic benefit and social security . 

.Procreation is the essence of life for them, weather boy or girl, the birth of 

the child is considered as if a chain which binds the family in continuity. 

Children are considered 

as 'Gift of God' and are 

considered extremely 

valuable among the adibasi 

plantation labourers of both 

Terai and Doars gardens of 

North Bengal. A family unit is 

considered incomplete 

without atleast one child. Girl Child of Tea Garden 

Almost all the respondents of both of the gardens opine that each couple 

should have at least one child, boy or girl, whatever it may be. 90 percent of 

the respondents opine that in an ideal family there must be both boy and girl 

child. The rest 10 percent say only boy child is desirable for a family though 

not a single family prefer only girl child. 

Child bearing is an essential part in an adult woman's life. Inability to 
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conceive or to have no living child is a· serious family and social matter. 

Bearing child, particularly son is considered most important role of a married 

lady which she must contribute for the shake of continuation of her husband's 

lineage. 

A childless woman is called 'Banj' in this society and is looked down 

upon. She is not socially outcasted or ritually tabooed but due to her 

childlessness she is taunted every where, in any social ceremony, any 

gathering, festival even in the quarrel among the womenfolk. Every body 

taunt her but when they are asked'weather the childlessness is a fault of the 

woman' they answer the negative and consider it an 'ill luck of the woman' a 

'nasty trick of god played to her'. Often SE?Veral indigenous herbal medicines 

are given to her, rituals are performed for her by the adibasi medicine men 

and 'Charal' are offered to the 'Bongas' but in most of the cases all these go 

in vain due to lack of medical treatment. Quarrel between the couple brokeout 

due to their childlessness. It often lead to more addiction towards liquor even 

to a second marriage. When it·:. is asked: whether a man should marry for 

the second time if his wife has no issue: 75 percent repondents opine that a 

second marriage is not at all a solution to the problem of childlessness. A 

second marriage can not give a warrantee of having child out of it moreover 

it will destroy the peace of the family. The rest 25 percent who prefer the 

second marriage are mainly the middle aged malefolk. The logic of these 

folk is without a ward there is no orie to look after them in their old age. A 

childless man should take a chance of having child out of another marriage. 

Though the elderly people of this society say that childlessness is not at all a 

cause of second marriage, which is very common in plantation society. It 

may be a lame excuse. 

The triba.l society has no traditional transcendental base of son 

preference. Rather they are much bound to their economic needs. To them 

son is a helping bread earner who is expected to take their charge in the old 

days. Their son preference is also to some extent the result of their interaction 

with the neighbouring caste people. 56.6 percent of my informants admit, 

that they prefer sons. To them 'son' is the proud of the family. (Ghar ki Sobha). 

He may not take care of them but he will live on their eyes from which the 

parents can get a mental satisfaction. This type of thinking is new among the 

adibasis. The terms and conditions of employment in tea plantation, quarter 

type, all prefer pairing family. So it is common to migrate a married son to a 
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separate household after marriage. The parents have to bear this. The son 

bias group clarify this saying that after marriage son like the daughter may 

live in separate household still his stem family has a control over him. He 

attends his parents when they need his help. But after marriage a daughter 

become the property of her laws, if she wishes she cannot do anything for 

1 her parents. The rest report that they have no such choice. Sons and 

daughters are same to them as both of them came from the 'same womb' in 

the 'same process' both are 'their blood'. 

The adibasi society has no traditional hatred for the girls but these 

days it is seem that they prefer sons than the daughters. They say that the 

expenditure made on girl will go in vain after her marriage when she will go 

to her in law's house. If she is a wage earner then the parents would no 

more get even a share of her wage. Previously the -custom of 'brideprice' 

was in vogue among them. v\ihen the husband's family - h-ad to pay the girls 

family some money as this girl, being an economic entity, transferred to their 

family. At present this customary payment of 'brideprice' has been abolished 

with the popularity of 'love-marriage' and local marriage among the friends 

and the neighbours; as well as the poor adibasi people are not so affluent to 

bear the cost of 'bride price'. As a result the girls family become economically 

loser with the birth of a girl. A system of 'Ghardamad.' in its present sense 

prevail in the gardens where a sonless man with so many landed property 

keep his daughter and son in law with him but it is not possible for the poor 

labourers for whom it is tough to earn their daily food. Besides they opine 

that a ghardamad can never be a substitute of a son. All these made the 

adibasi labourer a 'hater' of girl child who traditionally was not so. None of 

my respondent opine an ideal family with only girl though most of them think 

girl should be in the family with boys. Discrimination regarding food, cloth, 

education, and medical treatment also follow the same line. It is true that the 

adibasi labourers are too poor to afford these enormously still the quantity 

they can afford is supplied mostly to their sons. Every where the logic is 

same. The mothers say that if they specially treat their sons in their childhood 

they, when become able to earn, should remember this and would tell this to 

their wives that how the parents preferentially treated theni depriving the 

others and then both of them would be more sympathetic and caring to the 

parents. Though 50 percent of the respondents report that at the time of 

birth parents prefer to have a boy but after birth the discrimination is not 

pronounced regarding their food dress or health care. 
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Both the gardens have medical units the sisters of which give monthly 
11l.bol)!-err . 

round in the labour lines. They make the /aware of family plannrng. They 

too inform them of the date ofsterilizing camp. 95 percent of my respondents, 

both male and female, approve family planning in the days of high price · 

(Mehengai). They admit that 'children are gift of god' still in these days it is 

hard to afford niore than 2 or 3 children. They at the same time curse the 

early marriage as it brings more children. Those who have 5 or 6 children 
td 

shamefully regret that they were too ignorant and commit/the fault. 

Adibasi Children : Age and Sexwise Distribution 

Generally, human being upto the age group of 14 years is considered 

. as 'child' who occupy a large proportion of all human society. 

Table 6.1A: Age and Sex wise Distribution of Adibasi Child Population : 

Matigara Tea Estate. 

Sl. Eth· ,nic Total 0-6 yrs 7-14yrs Total Percentage 
No. Gr. popu. M F M F child popu. 

1. Ora on 108 9 12 9 5 35 10.01 
2. Munda 166 16 . 19 17 16 68 19.98 
3. Kheria 22 3 2 2 1 8 2.29 
4. Kisan 13 1 1 1 2 5 1.43 
5. Baraik 4 2 1 3 0.86 
6. Mal Pahari 18 1 4 2 7 2.00 
7. Mohali 131 15 10 18 16 59 16.90 
8. Bhokla 37 1 6 8 15 4.29 
9. Karwar 19 2 1 3 0.86 
10. Lahar 138 7 14 17 10 418 13.75 
11. Turi 13 2 1 2 5 1.43 
12. Roidas 10 1 2 1 4 1.14 
13. Naik 204 26 23 17 23 89 25.50 

Total 883 78 89 96 86 349 100.00 

Percentage 22.34 25.50 27.50 24.64 100 

Source : Field observation 

The table showing the adibasi child population of Matigara Tea Estate. 

The total adibasi child population constitute 39.52 percent of the total adibasi 

population. Of the total adibasi child population male child at the age group 

of 0-6 years and 7-14 years are 22.34 percent and 27.50 percent respectively. 

The female child in the age group of 0-6 and 7-14 years are 25.50 percent 

and 24.64 percent. Of the total adibasi chil'd population 25.50 percent are 
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Naik; 1-9.98 percent Munda, 16.90 percent Mohali, 13.75 percent Lahar and 

10.02 percent are Oraon. The other adibasi groups comprises 1 or 2 percent 

each (6.1 A). 

Table 6.18: Age and Sex wise Distribution of Adibasi Child Population : 

Soongachi Tea Estate. 

Sl. Eth1~,nic Total 0-6 yrs. 7-14 yrs. Total Percentage 
No. Gr. popLJ. M F M F child popu. 

1. Ora on 1275 20 25 14 26 85 18.05 
2. Munda 174 7 10 16 17 50 13.88 
3. Kisan 52 2 2 5 7 16 4.44 
4. Santa! 110 4 6. 9 11 30 8.33 
5. Sa bar 169 11 18 14 17 60 16.66 
6. Bhumij 11 1 1 1 3 0.83 
7. Sonar 30 4 3 4 11 3.05 
8. Lahar 102 5 7 8 14 -3-4 :.9.44 
9. Karwar 32 1 3 4 8 2.22 
10. Mohali 61 7 4 10 7 28 7.77 
11. Baraik 26 1 1 3 3 8 2.22 
12. Turi · 29 1 1 2 3 ·7 1.94 
13. Rajwar 15 1 1 1 3 0.83 
14. Malar 2 
15. Porja 40 1 2 3 3 9 2.50 
16. Kanjar 3 1 1 0.27 
17. Dhimol 21 3 4 7 1.94 

Total 1152 65 86 91 118 360 100.00 

Percent 18.05 23.88 25.27 32.77 100.00 

Source : Field observation. 

The table showing the adibasi child population of Soongachi Tea Estate. 

The total adibasi child population constitute 31.25 percent of the total adibasi 

population. Of the total adibasi child population male child at the age group 

of 0-6 years and at the age group of7-14 years are 18.05 percent and 25.27 

percent respectively. The female child at the age group of 0-6 years are 

23.88 percent and 7-14 years are 32.77 percent. Of the total adibasi child 

population Oraon child are 18.05 percent Munda 13.88 percent, Kisan 4.44 

percent Santal8.33 percent, Sabar 16.66 percent, Sonar 3.05 percent, Bhumij 

0.83 percent, Lahar 12.20 percent, Karwar 2.22 percent, Mohali 7. 77 percent, 

Baraik 2.22 percent Turi 1.94 percent, Rajwar 0.83 percent, Porja 2.5 percent, 

Kanjar 0.2 percent and Dhimol 1.94 percent (6.1 B). 
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Migration Mother Tongue and Marital Status 

The two tea gardens studied here established in 1932 and 1879 

respectively the labourers working here are the decendents of the earlier 

migrants (mostly the labourers of Soongachi). The present population at the 

age group between 0-14 years are the seventh or eighth generation of the 

immigrants. The present child population of the gardens are born and brought 

up in the respective gardens. They are totally out of touch of their original 

culture, they even donot know their original language. This is true in most of 

the cases of their parents also. 'Sandri' is their common language to 

communicate. While Hindi can be recognised as their second language. 

Most of them understand Bengali but cannot speak fluently. 

Child marriage among the adibasi plantation labourers of Terai and 

Dears have been abolished these days. It is not due to the acts enacted by 

the Government but the awareness among the adibasis of its evil effect has 

made it possible. The adibasi labourers now are very much conscious of the 

size of family. Almost all of them admit that in the days of' high price it is 

impossible to maintain a family with so many kids. To them an early marriage 

means a large number of children. To avoid this the parents to day do not 

arrange a 'child marriage'. The incident , of runaway with the 'beloved' and 

marriage is common in the gardens but boys and girls at the age group up to 

14 years hardly dare to do this. Generally this happens after 15 years. So 

incident of child marriage is totally absent in both of the gardens studied. 

Family Back ground 

The study includes the wards of adibasi labourers' family and very few 

from the sub-staff family. 

Generally the children of the adibasi labourers inherit from their parents 

dire poverty, ignorance and backwardness both socially and culturally. Here 

three types of conditions prevail among them. The condition of the labourers 

family are a bit affluent where both of the couple are permanent job holders. 

Where either one is permanent and the other works as temporary labourer 

the financial condition worsen speciqlly in the slack season when a temporary 
I~ . 

worker. has .. no job. The conditionlwors+- where the only earning member 

of the family is the temporary labour. This condition is seen in the Terai 

garden only. In Soongachi of Doars no such household exists in the garden. 
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The permanent labour¢fs' households are so many in this large garden that 

the temporary labourer is taken from the permanent labourers family, when 

it is needed. The permanent labourers family enjoysfree quarter with kitchen 

garden attached to it, free fire wood and ration. These families generally 

belong~- to domestic animals like cow, goat and pigs (in case of Naik, Lahar, 

Mohali, Karwars) arid have a number cocks and hens which are considered 

as valuable family assets that can be sold at the time of financial problem, 

death, marriage or serious illness,to meet the needed expenditure. Beside 

poultry is. another source of their income as well as food. These families 

generally belong to the valuable things like T.V., radio, cycle, tape deck etc. 

The children of these families enjoy certain privileges. Almost all the boys of 

such families attend sthool; Even the girls too are school goers atleast upto 

the primary level. They donot have to join in plantation work in their tender 

age not> to work outside the garden. The girls have to do some domestic 

works but this confine within the family. 

The families where only one person is permanent labourer:>, may be 

the male or the female, the condition is not good, Here the children face 

more problem. If the father works in plantation the situation is not so worse 

because then the mother trys to earn by any kind of work like, maid in 

neighbouring houses, labour in construction work or stone breaker. If the 

father is jobless then he ten~s to be more alcoholic and furious. In most of 

the cases he suffers-from a kind of inferiority complex and anxiety of living at 

wife's quarter at her work place. He may ~do·· :any kind of laborious job·~- or 

wor~as ris~w puller and spendsmost of his income outside. Want of food 

and daily requirements mounting up in the home, ).he children in niost cases 

can not go to school. Tension arises when alcoholic father comes home and 

beaten up the wife and children. Children, specially the girls has to work in 

plantation as child labour and outside the garden too. The condition of the 

children is awfully miserable whose parents have no permanent job. 

~hild Rearing and Socialization 

Child rearing among the adibasi plantation labourers of both of the 

gardens ofTerai and Doars have been found to be a mixture of tradition and 

modernity. Child rearing in the early babyhood a_nd childhood is considered 

to be the mothersjob. Often elderly ladies living within the family or the 

neighbourhood are consulted when young mother get intoproblem. Generally 
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birth takes place at home by untrained local midwife called 'dai'. In serious 

condition the would be mothers are taken to the garden health centre or 

. hospital outside. 'Dais' are paid in cash and kind. Breast milk starts 2 or 3 

days after birth and continues upto 2 years., 'Chatti' is done after six days of 

birth. Immunization of the children is not known to about 70 percent of the 

respondent parents. Generally, food other than breast milk is given after 

third or fourth month though the formal rice ceremoney (Muhojhuti) takes 

place at sixth or seventh month . Weaning starts after the second year. No 

special emphasis is given on the toilet training. At the age of about 3 years 
te 

child is asked to defec:!!Joutside the house. . 

After the fifth or sixth week of child birth the working mother usually has 

to resume her work in plantation resulting into a mother child separation for a 

substantial period of a day which creates a sense of insecurity, helplessness 

and also hunger tension among the child. 

Girls are seem to be more obedient and responsible than the boys. It is 

found that the responsibility training start somewhat earlier in female child. 

Most of the children's mother work in plantation. It is seen that the ward of 

the working mothers are more responsible than the others. Girls usually are 
a...l"\d 

initiated to household works like clearing hut1 courtyard, utensils, sweeping, 

making breakfast, helping mothers in cooking, looking after their younger 

siiJs etc. Often they carry tiffen for their parents to. the field; Boys also do 

some household works like bring water from well, fatching family ration, 

collecting firewood. My respondents are mainly younger girls. They claim 

that actually they do these jobs and not their brothers who often attend local 

schooi.Some of them at about 13/14 year~~ge work in field. Rest of the time 

they play and chat without taking any household responsibility. 

Regarding formal education it is seen that the warrfof the labourers are 

sent to local primary school at the age of about 6 years though education is 

by and large taken very casually. Girls are very often withdrawn from school 

at the age of 7 or 8 years when they become able to take household 

responsibilities. Actually the over all socio-economic condition of the labourers 

family is very poor mainly due to the expenditure of substantial amount of 

income of the male folk on 'haria'. Very often the parents fail to bear the 

basic need of their children. 
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The parents want their children should conform to their instruction and 

maintain them by applying physical punishment. Incident of assault by 

alcoholic father to both mother and children are common in plantation 

labourer's family. 

Act of omission such as the failure of the parents to provide proper 

child welfare to provide for the child's basic needs and proper level of care 

with respect to food clothing, hygiene, education, medical attention and 

supervision etc. on one hand and acts of commission such as violence, 

assaulted by the alcoholic father to both mother and children on the other 

hand are very likely to influence the behaviour of the children of tea garden 

labourers. 

In the plantation society the families are of nuclear type with limited 

number of members and a working mother. The children born and brought 

up here in plantation environment which greatly influence their socialization 

process. As far as their future life is concerned they know that they have to 

chose their part[ler from within this society and have to take this plantation 

work as their livelihood. Their parents do not prepare them for an ordered or 

a achievement oriented life. So the parents do not encourage their wards for 

education. Instead the children from their early days share an awareness of 

the problems of their future life. The girls are socialized in the way that they 

· have to do .the household works for helping their working mothers. They are 

also socialized in their role of male dependency which continues through 

their life. In case of education they show discrimination between sons and 

daughters. In most cases here the mothers are illiterate and it is natural that 

they do not want to educate their daughters. They think that female education 

is not necessary for employment in the garden as well as for rearing a family. 

But in choosing career in plantation they one willing to give equal 

encouragement to their sons and daughters. 

Health Status 

Health picture of both of the tea estates concerned i.e. the Matigara 

Tea Estate in Teraiand Soongachi Tea Estate in Doars is not quite good. Of 

this Matigara Tea Estate is the garden with minimum health care facility. 

· This garden has no hospital of its own but only has a health centre with a 

medical unit of one medical officer and two helpers; though this garden is 

within 2 or 3 kms i~ .f.tam .: ~ _ North Bengal Medical College. On the other 
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hand the Soongachi Tea Estate has a hospital of its own with 25 beds and a 

unit of 2 medical officers and 4 helpers. Mal Hospital is within 3 kms to this 

garden. 

In the tea estate in Terai with minimum facilities of health, the picture is 

not good. Here in this tea estate most of the house;are of kaccha type with_ a 

few pacca houses. Rooms are not specious or airy. A corner of the varanda 

is very often used as kitchen. Oomesticated.animal are kept in sheds adjunct 

to it for fear of cattle lifting. In the Ooars garden with better facilities most of 

the labourers live in two roomed pacca houses. The rooms are not specious 

enough but cosier. To make up the shortage of space some workers have 

constructed a kuccha room to use it as kitchen. But mostly cooking is done 

in a part of varandah. Domesticated animals are kept under a ~eparate shed 

adjunct to living room for fear of cattle lifting, just same as seen in the Terai 

garden. This poses threat of contagious diseases mainly among the children, 

who have less resistant power than adults. 

House sanitation among the labourers irrespective of the gardens and 

type of hous~ is of very lower order. Environmental sanitation irrespective of 

the type of tea estatesis very low. Sanitary latrines are almost absent except 
- t7V 

in the work place. The labourers defe~e in fields. This leave them prone to 

parasite infection and diarrhoea diseases which is particularly common among 

the children and takes 2 or 3 lites yearly. Efficient drainage system is also 

non existent, sewage water from households are drained out to the outer 

periphery of the court· yard and where it get accumulated and serves as 

breeding place for mosquitoes and germs. Rain water and water from water 

points get drained upto nullahs which surround the cluster of houses. These 

nullahs are mostly chocked resulted in water accumulation. The accumulated 

water serves as breeding ground for mosquitoes and germs. Malaria is 

common among the labourers' children particularly in the Doarsgarden. 

Source of drinking water in the Terai garden is kuccha and pacca wells 

In the Dears garden tap water is also available in addition to the water form 

wells. Water from thes.e sources is used also for ablution purpose. The wells, 

specially the kuccha wells lack proper basement around them leaving water 

prone to local contamination. No regular and efficient system of disinfection -

of water -is undertaken. This is a major reason for dysentery and diarrhoea 

which is a major health problem among the children of the labourers. 
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The level of personal hygiene among the tribal labourers' children in 

both categories of plantation is of low order. The children mainly the smaller 

one have no toilet training and defecate in and around the hut and courtyards. 

They are not properly clean after a defecate. Moreover the bigger ones too 

play on dust and mud with open body without shoe. Bathing daily with soap 

is not usual. Washing of clothes with soap is undertaken once in 7 or 14 days 

and so is changing of clothes. All these prone to infections skin diseases 

among the children. Washing of hands before meals is common but the use 

of soap for the purpose is uncommon. Use of soap for washing hands after 

post defecation ablution is also uncommon, Cleaning of teeth daily with twig 

is common but 50 percent of the children suffer from carries. Wearing of 

shoes is not so common among the children. 

Food is taken thrice a day. But it mostly contains low calories. The 

morning intake generally contains roti, dal and tea. Lunch comprises of usually 

rice, dal and vegetable and so also the dinner. Generally the rich food items, 

which are accumulated in smaller quantity, are preserved for the male child 

while even the girl':: can not get proper breast milk if she has a. younger 

brother or 1 or 2 years older to her. Fish, meats are rare items consumed by 

the labourers once a week or fortnightly on the day of payment. Purchasing 

of food items is done according to the financial strength of the labourers and 

/ not on its nutritious value. 

Care of pregnant women are neglected. These people has no idea of 

rest, care, check up, yaccination and other aspects of anatal care. Delivery 

is usually done by untrained midwives and undertaken at home. Anatal death 

of children as well as death of new born children during delivery in complicated 

cases is also common in both categories of the gardens. 

Traditional child(: rearing process often lead to the death of the new 

born babies mainly during cold season. Immunization of children is unknown 

to 80 percent of the respondents. Neonatal death rate is quite high among 

these people. Most of the premature death are attributed to evil sprits. 

Diseases like-Dysentery, Diarrhoea, Worm Infections, Malaria, general 

weakness, Pneumonia, nutritional deficiency, Anemea, iron deficiency are 

common among the children. The vast majority of the adibasi parents. (about 

72 percent) have been found to consult modern medical practitioners in the 

illness of their children. The cause may be the easy availability of the modern 
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medical facilities within the garden through its health care unit Though the 

girl',s are generally taken to the health centre or hospital less than the boys, 

till their condition become worsen. The belief on evil eye', 'najar', 'witch craft' 

is also prevalent. Some diseases are solely attributed to these supernatural 

agencies. In such cases the parents do not consult doctor, but their traditional 

medicine men. It has been seen that the adibasi labourers of both of the 

gardens have no apathy towards the modern medical treatment because 

. these second or third generation of the migrant labourers are acquainted 

more to this rather than their traditional one which is at present losing its 

popularity. But when the treatment of the garden health care unit fails the 

adibasi parents prefer to consult the traditional medicine men except going 

to the hospital .. out of economic constrain, the fear of staying away from the 

ward and also due to the fear of going through the complex formalities of the 

hospital unknown to them.· Seven leprosy cases have been identified among 

the children in the Terai garden. In five of these cases the either parent too 

ha·s·} this disease. A-J team of the District Leprosy Unit visits the garden 

once a month and they give the patients medicine and advice needed. Though 

in the Doars garden not a single case of Leprosy is identified_ :•Malnutrition' is 

very common among the children especially among the girls. If one get into 

the line he I she will soon get surrounded by malnourished .r-.-~ children in 

torn dresses, empty feet, running nose, dry skin and oil less hair. 

Educational Status 

The adibasi plantation labourers have no 'culture of education'. 

Education is a present day fancy to the well to do part of them, 90 percent of 

the present generation parents are illiterate while the illiteracy percentage is 

much higher among those of the previous generation. Socio-economically 

the tribal labourers are so poor that they can not afford the basic needs of 

their family. Hence ward's education is a luxury to them. Their highest ambition 

of life is to get a permanent job in plantation: It is same for both sex. As this 

job donot need any educational qualification_, 'Sb education has no value to 

them. Educational status of adibasi labourer's children is very low. Recently 

a kin fascination towards the education, especially of the male child's 

education is noticed among them particularly among those families where 

both the couple have permanent job, enjoy free quarter ration and so on . 

. _ The adibasis do not take the education of their ward seriously and in most of 

the cases discontinuation and drop out occur specially after (Class IV) primary 
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TABLE 6.2A.: Education among the Adibasi Children: Matigara Tea Estate 

Sl. Eth.,nlc Total No Adlbasi children llliteraterate Total Literate Adlbasi Adibasi children drop 
No Group children at the age gr Adibasi children Adibasi children continuing outs 

(0-14 yr) (7-14 yrs). (7 -14 yrs) literate Education 
Child 

Primary Level Secondary Level 

M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total 

1. Ora on 35 9 5 14 2 4 6 a· 6 1 7 l ~ 1 .. 
2. Munda 68 17 16 33 10 10 20 13 6 5 n 1 I .2.'· 
3. Kheria 8 2 1 3 2 1 3 
4. Kisan 5 1 2 3 1 2 3 
5. Baraik 3 2 1 3 - ·1 1 2 2 - 2 
6. Mal Pahari7 2 - 2 2 - 2 

,...-., 
7. Mohali 59 18 16 34 10 10 20 14 5 6 11 1 1:. 2 2 >--' - -

N 
8. Bhokla 15 6 8 14 2 5 7 7 4 2 6 1 1 . Vl - - - -'--' 

2 1 ' 1 1 2 1 1 1 9. Korwar 3 3 -
10. Lohar 48 17 10 27 3 6 9 18 11 3 14 3 - 3 1 - .. 

I 

11. Turi 5 1 2 3 1 2 3 
12. Roidas 4 2 I .... 2. J 3 " 13. Naik 89 17 23 40 5 19 24 16 10 2 12 2 2· A 

Total 349 96 86 182 41 62 103 79 45 19 64 8 3 11 3 l .A 
Percentage 52.74 47.25 100.00 22.52 34.06 56.59 43.42 24.72 10.43 35.16 4.31 1.64 6.04 1.64 (J.09 2.19 

Source : Field Observation. 



level after which edl,ication is not free of cost. This rate is high among the 

girls who are over burden with household works since their childhood. 

The picture of education among the adibasi plantation labourers' children 

are given in the following lines1>anal~sing the data collected from the two 

gardens. 

In Matigara Tea Estate the number of adibasi children are 349 of which 

47.85 percent (167 persons) go out of the sample, being in the age group of 

0-6 years. The rest 182 persons i.e. the 52.14 percent of the total adibasi 

children fall w~·ithing the age group of 7-14 years. Of the total adibasi children 

( 182) of the age group of 7-14 years 96 persons i.e. 52.7 4 perce,nt are male 

and 86 persons i.e. 47.25 percent are female.56.59 percent (1 03 persons) 

of the children of this age group are illiterate of which 22.52 percent (41 

persons) are male and 34.06 percent (62 persons) are female. 43.42 percent 

i.e. 79 persons of this age group are literate. 41.20 p~rcent i.e. 75 persons 

continuing their education and 2.19 percent are drop outs. 35.16 percent 

have primary education of which Male is 24.72 percent while the percentage 

of female continuing their primary education is less than half of the male. It is 

only 10.43 percent. Percentage-of children having secondary education is 

very low; it is only 6.04 percent Male child comprises 4.31 p~rcent and femal.e 
. . 

1.04 percent. The children in this garden who have the secondary education 

are the ward of the sub-staffs who are quite better off than the labourers. 

The sub-staff parents have an ambition to give their sons the post of 'peon; 

which need education of upto matriculation level. (Table 6.2A). 

This garden has no school, not even a primary one, of its own. The 

ward of the labourer$ generally attend the neighbouring Kadamtala school 

and Matigara School; very close to the Western and Eastern Block 

- respectively. 

Girl's education is a matter of joke here. It has been seen that more 

than 60 percent of the total illiterate children of this age group (i.e. 62 persons 

out of 103 persons) are girls. Of the total literate children of this age group 

only 30.37 percent (i.e. 24 persons out of 79fcNe literate of which _only 3 

girls are able to continue their education up to secondary level which is 

expected to be stopped within a few years. The school girls have a special 

status in the adibasi labour society. They normally do not mix with the other 

girls who adore them from a distance. These girls are expected to be more 

wise and smart by the other women folk and are send forward to talk with the 
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TABLE 6.28.: Education among Adibasi Children : Soongachi Tea Estate. 

Sl. Eth1 )nic· Total No Adibasi children llliteraterate Total Literate Adibas Adibasi Child Adibasl children drop 
No Group children at the ag.e gr Adibasi children literate children continuing drop outs outs 

(0-14 yr) (7-14 yrs) (7-14 yrs) Adibasi education 
Children 

Primary Level Secondary Level 

M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total M F Total 

1. Ora on 85 14 26 40 6 15 21 19 6 6 12 2 4 6 - 1 1 
2. Munda 50 16 17 33 4 ·a 12 21 8 5 13 4 - 4 - 4 4. 
3. Kisan 16 5 {7 12 1 4 5 7 3 2 5 1 1 2 
4. Santa I 30 9 11 20 4 8 12 8 3 3 6 2 - 2 ~ 

5. Sabar 60 14 17 31 4 7 11 20 7 7 14 3 2 5 - 1 
....--, 6 . Bhumij 3 1 - 1 ,_. 1 - 1. - - - -
N 7. Sonar 11 3 4 <)7 1 1 2 5 2 3 s 
-...l .......... 8 . Lohar 34 8 14 22 3 8 11 11 4 5 9 1 1 2 

9. Karwar 8 3 4 7 1 1 2 5 2 2 4 
10. Mohali 28 10 7 17 6 3 9 8 3 3 6 1 1 2 
11. Baraik 8 3 3 6 1 1 2 4 2 2 4 
12. Turi 7 2 3 5 2 3 5 
13. Rajwar 3 - 1 1 - 1 1 
14. Malar 
15. Porja 9 3 3 6 3 3 6 
16. Kanjar 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 
17. Dhimol 7 

Total 360 91 118 209 37 64 101 108 40 38 78 14 9 23 - 7 7 
43.63 57.37 100.00.17.70. 30.62 48.32 51.67 19.13 18.18 37.32 6.69 4.30 11.00 - 3.35 3.35) 

·-· 

Source: Field Observation. 



strangers as their representative. Only the 24 persons of the total girls of this 

age group are literate. The rest are engaged in household activities, sibling 

care and also in economic activities. 

In the studied part of Soongachi Tea Estate the number of adibasi 

children are 360 of which 41.93 percent (i.e. 151 persons) go out of sample 

because of their age group (0-6 years). The rest 209 persons i.e. 58.04 

percent of the total adibasi children of this part fall w. ithin . the age group 8-

14 years. Of the total adibasi children of this age group of 7-14 years 91 

persons i.e. 43.63 per.centare male and 118 persons i.e. 56.37 percent are 

female. 101 persons i.e. 48.32 percent children of this age group are illiterate 

of which 36.63.percent i.e. 37 persons are male and almost its double 64 

persons i.e. 63. 37'lare female. Education picture of t·hi.\Jven of this generation 

is too poor. 51.67 percent i.e. 108 persons of this age group are literate; 

48.34 percent i.e. 101 persons are continuing their education and 3.35 percent 

i.e. 7 persons are drop outs. 37.32 percent i.e. 78 persons are continuing 

their primary education of which male are 19.13 percent i.e. 40 persons and 

females are 18.18 percent i.e. 38 persons. The garden has three primary 

schools so the percentage of students having their primary education is 

comparatively high than the scene of secondary education. 11.00 percent 

i.e. 23 persons have continuing their secondary education of which male 

6.69 percent i.e._ 14 persons and female 9 persons i.e. 4.30. But the picture 

is not equal in the families of managers, anc;l babu:s who enjoy the facilities 

of higher education in local schools, colleges and even from Siliguri town. 

(6.25). 

65 percent of these girls report that they are not satisfied with their life, 

they want to go to school but their parents, p_articularly the mothers, do not 

allow them to do so. They hate the work burden put upon them. Discrimination 

regarding the girl childs' education is very much pronounced among the 

adibasi plantation labourers which is not so prominent in terms of fooding 

and clothing. Girls' education is a luxury to them. 55 percent of the respondent 

parents opine that they are rearing their girls for others. Spending money on 

their education is nothing but sparing it. Girls in their later life have to do 

house hold work (Gharki kam) and plucking of leaves (Piatti ·torna). !-.lone of 

these need education, they opine. 
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Economic Participation and Domestic Activities 

It has been rightly said that the tribal girls from their childhood have 

very little leisure. Since they attain the age of 5 or 6 years they become the 

helper· of their mother within home and after 1 or 2 years become the 

fullfledged bread earners. Almost all the girls on 7 years are burdened with 

household activities. since the dawn to dask. Those who live at home the 

wake up early in the morning with their parents; help the mother in preparing 

breakfast, cleartr .:~ hut and courtyard? clean~,-_· utensils. They bring water 

from the nearhy wells, collect fire wood at the noon. When the parents go for 

work in the plantation the girls of about 6 or 7 years take the charge of the 

household as well their younger sibs and the cattles. Very few of the girls of 

this age groups can get the opportunity to attend school though they get 

very little time for their study which is secondary to them. First they have to 

fulfil their domestic responsibilities. The following lines give a picture of 

economic participation of children of the two gardens studied.· 
4'~- -- .. ~-'-\_ ' 

- ..:.· l_: l I, , .' - ·~ 

In Matigara Tea Estate the child labour is present though small in 

number. Generally boys and girls of the age group of 15-18 years i.e. the 

adolescents are more engage as in plantation work than the children. 

Girls Working in Tea Garden 
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completed within this time. Late attendance or breach of contact is strongly 

criticised The work given to them generally are light digging, 'kondali', 'farua', 

\laronjharon'',nal chulla' i.e. cleaning of plantation bush and removal of weeds, 

dry leaves, collecting of seeds of shade trees, picking out of stalks from tea 

leaves etc. At present a trend among the girls is seen to work outside the 

garden. Few girls are seen to work in near by road constructional work as 

'jogari' with the women folk of this garden though they are very small in 

number. 

TABLE 6.38.: Economic Participation among Adibasi Children Soongachi 

Tea Estate. 

51. Ethr .nic Total No Total No. of 
No Group children children 

(0-14 yr) (7-14 yrs.) 

M F 

1. Ora on 85 14 26 
2. Munda 50 16 17 
3. Kisan 1& 5 7 
4. Santa I 30 9 11 
5. Sa bar 60 14 17 
6. Bhumij 3 1 
7. Sonar 11 3 4 
8. Lahar j4 8 14 
9. Karwar 8 3 4 
10. Mohali 28 10 7 
11. Baraik 8 3 3 
12. Turi 7 2 3 
13. Rajwar 3 ~ 1 
14. Malar 
15. Porja 9 3 3 
16. Kanjar 1 1 
17. Dhimol 7 

Total 360 91 118 

Jobless adibasi 
children 

Total M F 

40 12 22 
33 15 15 
12 5 7 
20 9 10 
31 12 10 
1 1 
7 3 4 
22 8 12 
7 3 4 
17 10 6 
6 3 3 
5 2 3 
1 1 

6 3 3 
1 1 

209 86 101 
Percentage 43.63 56.37 100.00 41.14 48.32 

Source : Field Observation. 

Jobholder adibasi 
children 

Total M F Total 

34 2 4 6 
30 1 2 3 
12 
19 1 1 
22 2 7 9 
1 
7 
20 2 2 
7 
16 0 1 1 
6 
5 
1 

6 
1 

1-87 5 17 22 
89.47 2.30 5.2310.53 

As seen in Matigara tea estate, in Soongachi too child labour is almost 

nil I. The garden authority deny their existence though they admit the presence 

of adolescent labourers (15-18 years of age). Still very nominal percentage 

of child labourers are seen in this part of the garden amorig the adibasi 
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A Girl Fai&i!J9Water in a Tea Garden 

Adiba~i Girls on Swaraswati Puja Day 
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TABLE 6.3A. : Economic Participation among Adibasi Children : Matigara 

Tea Estate. 

Sl. Eth ·mic Total No Total No. of Jobless Jobholder 
No Group children adibasi adibasi Adibasi 

children (7-14yrs) children (7-14 yrs) children (7 -14 yrs.) 

M F Total M F Total M F Total 

1. Ora on 35 9 5 14 9 4 13 1 
2. Munda 68 17 16 33 16 16 32 1 1 
3. Kheria 8 2 1 3 2 1 3 
4 Kisan 5 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 
5. Baraik 3 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 
6. Mal Pahari7 2 2 2 2 
7. Mohali 59 18 16 34 17 11 28 1 5 6 
8. Bhakta 15 6 8 14 6 8 14 

9. Karwar 3 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 
10. Lahar . 48 17 10 27 17 8 25 2 2 
11. Turi 5 1 2 3 1 1 2 1 1 
12. Raid as 4 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 
13. Naik 89 17 23 40 17 15 32 8 8 

Total 349 96 86 182 94 65 159 2 21 2.3 
23 
Percentage 52.74 47.25 100.00 52.00 35.00 87.36 0.10 11.312.63 

Source : Field Observation 

In this garden child labourers are not higher in number. They belong . 

to the age group of 7 to 14 years. Of the total children of this age group q82 

persons),12.63 percent (23 persons) work . as labourers. Of this 92 percent 

(i.e. 21 persons out of 23 persons) are girls. The parents rarely send their 

sons of this age group to work considering them as 'Kids'. They either kept 

at home or send to school. May be the girls are more obedient than the boys 

and it is easier to convince them to work than that of the boys of their age. 

Dire poverty lead the parents fo drive their girls to work at this tender age. 

The management too have certain facilities in employing these children; viz. 

they are employed in temporary basis and at a very low wage and can · 

continue this wage rate upto a long time even after they become adult. (Table 

6.3A). 

These child labourers work in the garden either in morning shift from 7 a.m. 

to 11.30 a.m. or in noon shift i.e. from 2 p.m. to 4.30 p.m. They rarely work 

at double shif1and get a wage of 15 rupees daily. As the adults they too are 

given an assignment of work for a particular time span which should be 
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labourer group. They are at the age group of 7-14 years. Only 10.63 percent 

children of this age group work as temporary labourer in the garden 8.13 

percent of which are girls. They do the light jobs. None of them reports to 

work outside the garden. But that does not mean that the other 80 percent 

are studying; most of them are engaged in household activities as well as 

child rearing. 

The laborious work from this tender age is very harmful for the children 

both for their physical and mental health. It robs off their childhood; keeps 

them away from education. Still it exists and will exist till the economic 

condition of the parents will be improved. 

At present it is widely accepted that child labour is a curse of the society. 

Several seminars, discussions have organised to make people aware of its 

evil effects. Yet several acts and regulations have been passed to protect 

the child labourers which on the other hand admits the very presence of the 

child labourers. 

Life cycle rituals and Religious Participation 

Religion plays an important role in adibasi life. The animist adibasis 

perform different types of mysterious rituals and sacrifices to satisfy their 

Gods, Bongas, Ancestor's spirits. Some of them have been converted to 

Christianity or· Islam. In the Terai tea garden and the studied lines of Doars 

their is no such converted tribesman. Though the impact of Hinduism is seen 

in their religious activities. 

In the religious activities of the Saosar adibasis, the children both the 

boys and girls have no such important part to play except only observing the 

activities. The girls of 12 or 14 often assist their mother toprepare the puja 

place while the puja is done only by the male folk. 

The girls often observe Siv or Tulsi puja which they have learnt from 

their Hindu neighbours. 

Regarding life cycle ritual nothing special can be mentioned. 'Chatti' 

after the sixth day of birth is observed while nails of mother and child are cut 

down ritually and they take ritual birth. Their cloths are washed and houses 

are purified with cow-dung water. At the age of 6 months rice giving ceremoney 

(Muhojhuti) ta.kes place. At the age of 7 or 8 ritual tattooing, specially among 

the Oraons is done which is compulsory for girls. Their male counterparts 
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take 'tattoo's if they wish. During puberty no such ritual exists for adibasis 

except the 'chutka' of the girls during their mensuration. As the children grow 

up to adult they get into marital knot called 'Sadi' and life ends at death 

(Moron) as usual. 

Games, Sports and Leisure 

Adibasi children descend from very poor families. It is hard for them to 

get sophisticated game items like dolls, cars, balls, bats, rackets etc. They 

have neither the concept not the power to efford these games. They engage 

themselves in petty games like 'Chui Mui', 'Dam Dam', 'Chupa Chupi', 

'Kundakundi', 'Kitkit', 'Gadda ghuti', 'Luckachupi', 'Dang guti' Throwing of 

plastic ball · · :. is exclusively boys' game. The small kids both boys and 

girls· upto 8-10 year generally play: together. After this grouping starts. Girls 

form separate groups from boys and prefer gossip more while the boys start 

moving around the tea garden. Attraction towards television and movies is 

very much among them though they are not allowed to go cinema or video 

hall alone. 

The tribal girls have very little leisure except the small one. From the 

age of 10-3 they have to take the responsibility of their household work, 

looking after their younger sibs and cattles. In most of the cases their mothers 

too engage in plantation work. Here the little girls have to cook too. Most of 
. . 

the girls cannot continue their education due to their family constrain and 

hav.eto participate in plantation work at the age of about 12 or 13. These girls 

and those who attend school have to carry the burden of household 

responsibilities. These girls spend their leisure by gossiping, listening TV or 

radio or moving around the labour lines rather than playing. 65 percent of the 

respondents report that they can not meet their friends when ever they wishes. 

They have to complete their works, and only at the time they have no work 

they can do so. 

Inter personal Relations 

In the tea plantation the labourers have to maintain different levels of 

interaction and rs;o also the children for the managerial staffs and the clerks 

they have a sense of awe for'the Sahibs', 'the Babus'. Their residential clusters 

are away from these two classes. (In Gudamline of Matigara Tea Estate the 

labour settlement and the staff quarters are side by side but they are 

segregated with thatch wall). They have no interaction with sahib's and babu's 
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children apart from observing them form a distance. The labourers' children 

interact with the children and adults of same class. They are bound to the· 

adults with some kinship terms like 'Mama', 'Kaka' 'Dada' irrespective to 

their ethnicity. The labourers' children are friends to each other and their 

eth , nic identity do not make any bar to this friendship. They play with each 

other, move together dir.e together and have cordial feelings with each others. 

Grouping of boys and girls starts generally after 10 years. Small separate 

groups of boys and girls are seen here and there in the tea garden engage 

in livefull chat~r1 observed mainly at the afternoon. The~A:e is no hard and 

fast rule in mixing with boys and girls. 86 percent of my respondents report 

that their daughters mix freely with the garden boys, play with them also 

move in and around tea garden. The rest 15 percent say . they allow their 

daughters to speak to the boys but do not move in the tea garden. They 

report that in tea gardens separate grouping. of boys and girls are normal 

practice. But in no situation they allow their daughters to go outside tea 

garden with their boy friends. When ever the girls need to go outside the 

garden,to 'haat' or to town they are accompanied by their parents, father or 

mother, or close female kins or neighbours. Only 5 percent of the respondent 

girls boldly report that they go outside1"he garden with their boy friends. Very 

few boys upto the age group of 14 go outside the garden alone though after 

this they go outside. At present it is common practice among the adolescent 

boys and girls of the garden to flew away from the garden and get married to 

each other and then come back to the garden. But this is not discussed here 

elaborately as this study concentrates on the age group upto 14 years. Among 

them this is not observed. 

Girl Child Abuse 

The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act PL 94 - 247 1974 

defines child abuse as "the physical or mental injury, sexual abuse, negligent 

treatment or mental torture of a child under circumstances which indicate 

that the childs' health or welfare is harmed or threatened there by ". These 

abuse will include no~ only the physical violence and exploitation but will 

also include verbal, psychological, emotional, mental, social, economic and 

sexual abuse, exploitation and ill treatment deprivation and neglect of the 

girl iJ· child. The deprivation include depriving her of the love, care, concern 

and understanding and of non discrimil)atory treatment. 

Female foeticide is not so prevalent among the poor tea plantation 
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labourers ofTerai and Doars who neither know nor afford the use of modern 

advanced tests to detect the sex of the foetus. The mother of a ·number of 

daughters often take the help of native medicinemen (Deora) who can detect 

the sex of the foetus within the womb seeing some external signs o"h the 

mothers face and belly and hearing her newly growing likings and dislikings 

during pregnancy and prescribes the native processes and medicines to kill 

the foetus if it is a girl. Often the mother of 5 or 6 children adopts this native 

process of abortion in case of undesirable pregnancy. Though no record of 

this foeticide is kept neither the adibasi people admit the existence of this 

custom s·o easily. 

Female infanticide is not exist in the plantation society of North Bengal. 

Though there are records of yearly 3 or 4 cases of girl child death due to 

negligence and lack of neo-natal care. These take place mainly due to 

ignorance rather than out of intentional or deliberate negligence. 

The child's right to development according to the UN Convention of the 

Right of the Children 1989 includes the right of education which is abused 

and violated in the plantation society of North Bengal. In the adibasi society 

the culture of education is absent. Their dire poverty make them reluctant to 

avail the education facility even when it is free of cost at primary level. The 

discriminatory treatment is seen in giving the girl children education 

opportunity. In the Terai garden among the total adibasi girls of the age group· 

of 7-14 years 27.90 percent are literate. Among the literates 8.33 percent are 

dropouts. The rest haveonly get the primary education. The garden of Doars 

has three primary schools. So the primary education is comparatively high 

among the girl children though the secondary education among the adibasi 

girls is almost absent. Here among the adibasi gir~ · · ·· at the age group of 

7-14 years 36.63 percent are literate. 5_5 percent of the girls report that they 

are not sent to school despite of their wish to go to school. The girl child's 

very right to be a child and to enjoy her child hood is denied to her by abusing 

and exploiting her with the burden of too much work like carrying out household 

duties of cooking, cleaning huts, washing cloths, clearing utensils, taking 

care of siblings and tattles and so on. In the poverty sicken families of 

plantation labourers they too haiJt!to earn bread by working in plantation and 

outside. Though the percentage of working girls in the studied gardens is 

very low. 

In the two gardens studied, not a single case of sexual harassment of 
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the girl is reported but this it is a common incident that she is exploited in 

her work place and cannot get proper wage for her job. She is severely 

criticized or scold if she fails to attend her job at time or fails to fulfllher 

assignment. All these denies her participation in games and enjoying leisure 

time or any entertainment which is essential for her healthy development. 
' . 

Another form. of girl child abuse is the marriage of girls at the tender 

age before attaining their physical and mental maturity to bear the post 

marriage stress and strain and having the chance of child mother as well as 

child widow. In none of these two gardens, studied, child marriage is arranged 

though flew away with their boy friends and marriage among the adolescent 

boys and girls of the age group of 15 - 18 years is common. Other forms of 

sexual Abuse or pushing the girl child into prostitution is not reported in the 

gardens. 

The girl child's right to continue her life properly is abused by 

negligence, deprivation, discrimination, rejection and denial of her health 

and medical care and access to these facilities and through deprivation of 

her fundamental needs of nutrition food love care attention and acceptance. 

Malnurished girl child have been significantly higher than that of boys. Girls 

suffers from severe malnutrition. Neo-natal mortality is higher among the 

girls than the boys due to negligence. Girls are given smaller quantity of 

~oods than the boys as well as foods of comparatively low calories. 70 percerit · 

of my respondents report that if they had a single egg in house it would be 

given to the boy who is the asset of the family. A girl infant is breast fed for 

shorter period because of the hankering of the parents for son. The mother 

has to conceive soon after the birth of a girl child. Girls are tess immunized 

and brought to the health centre or hospital lesser than the boys until and 

unless her condition get critical. 62 percent of my respondents report that 

they are scolded by their parents without their fault following an encounter 

between their male siblings, Rejection, negligence, depriving her of her 

educational opportunities, burdening her with too much of works all these 

abuses the rights of girls in adibasi plantation society. 

Abuse, of any kind violates the right of the girl~ child's healthy integrated 

development. The victim of any kind of physical and mental abuse suffers 

from internalised feeling of shame, disgust, anxiety, guilt, low self esteem, 

low self confidence, revolt, resentments and anguish. They tend to grow up 

into disgusting adults and emotionally either over sensitive or decentralized 
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persons. The abuse of any kind impairs the healthy development of the girl 

child. 

Girl Child Discrimination and its Impact 

The traditional adibasi society do/~ot advocate son preference nor show 

glum face to girl child. But the society of immigrant adibasi plantation labourer:$> 

adopted the vice of gender discrimination form their Hindu caste neighbour 

to some extent. This study shown that about 50 percent of the respondent 

parents admit that they are gender bias though discrimination is not so · 

pronounced after the birth. 60 percent of the respondent girl children accuse 

their parents by saying that they feel discrimination regarding everything. 

The parents scold the . girls bitterly when any encounter occur in between 

thei'l\and their male sibs. Discrimination is very much pronounced regarding 

the girl childs' education and work. In most of the cases they are not sent to 

school or withdrawn from school and burdened by household work and sibling 

care while their male counterpart attend school and enjoy life by playing and 

moving idle'i without any household duty. 

All these discriminatory treatments have a strong and pathetic affect on 

the girls ·. _:. They from their very childhood think themselves less valuable, 

less wanted - a 'lesser child'. During interview a large section of them report 

that they prefer to be boy if they get a chance and by this can enjoy the 

childhood. This feeling of inferiority is so deeprooted among them that even 

the elderly women of this society can not believe that have the equal status 

to their husband inspite of working together in plantation work. 

Changing Scene 

An enquiey of the women 

of atleast three generations in 

tea plantation is made to grasp 

an idea of the changing 

condition of girl child of the· 

present generation. These 

three generations of women 

include the girl child of present, 
Girl Child, her Mother and Grand Mother 

day. ·Herr mother:. and ·lhell' grand mother: .. 
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First the elderly ladies are taken into consideration. Mostly they are the 

wives or daughters of the early immigrants. They took enough time to settle 

in the environment of plantation of North Bengal. All of them were illiterate. 

Recalling their childhood these elderly ladies inform that they spend their 

childhood happily. They belong to poor families indeed, still they had no 

problem with their parents and the family members. At their time, birth of girl 

child in a family was not a matter of regret. Both the boys and the girls were 

treated equally, grown up togetherly eating the same food and clothing. At 

their time child labour was not in vogue. Women started working in plantation 

besides their household duties. The young girls, helped their mother at home. 

Child marriage was in practice and also the system of 'bride price'. Negotiation 

marriage was the prime mode of marriage. System of 'Ghardamad' was also 

in practice but in a different way than in these days. At that time if the 

'Damad's family fafd to pay bride price at the time of marriage the 'Damad' 

had to stay in his in laws house and had to work for the wife's family. Hence 

the girl from her childhood were considered l~waluable asset who in time 

would not only earn for her family by also her family would be gainer too at 

the time of her marriage. Early marriage and early pregnancy was a bitter 

experience for the girl child who - · · . ym:iy lose her.·live· · at the time of child 

birth through the crude tribal method of delivery. 

The ladies of the next generation i.e. the mothers of the present day~ 

girls,···. . did not face much comp-lexities as the present one. Their time too 

girls were welcome in the family. They too were the victim of early marriage 

and early pregnancy. Though in their time love marriage, inter eth~ ,nic 

marriage were prevalent. The importance of bride price decreased due to 

the increase of love marriage. System of 'Ghardamad' changed to its modern 

sense and became a fancy of well to do sonless families. They were under 

the curse of unchecked child labour and immense exploitation and also had 

to do household duties. 

The condition of present days girl child has been changed. The change 

is good in some respect and bad in some too. The innocent adibasi people 

of these days adopted the vice of 'son preference' from their caste counterpart. 

Today's girl child sees glum face in most of the families. She_· faces 

discrimination regarding fooding, clothing, treatment and so on. She . ,:i'S} 

deprived of family affection, educational opportunities and· h~ over burdened 

with work in and out of the family and plantation. Being deprived and exploited 
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from the very childhood these girls become quite desperate. In most of the 

cases the girls keep a section of their earning with them and these percentage 

increase as they grow up. At their early adolescence these girls become 

more arrogant. Soon these working girls go almost out of control of their 

parents. They move in an out of the gardens with their boy friends, buy fancy 

things from their earnings inspite of giving this to their parents. The percentage 

of fled away marriage of the girls at the age of 15 or 16 years have been 

increased. Live together without marriage alliances has also been increased 

along with the breaking of marriage too. As the earning from bride price is no 

more the girls today first to meet the economic interest of the family. The 

parents like their caste counterpart today start thinking the spending of money 

on the girl child is go to vain. 

Implementation of the Different Meas·ures taken by the 
Government of India for the Improvement of Girl Child in the 
Plantation Labour Society : A Critical Analysis 

In the present decade girl child has come to the forefront of National 

development programme. Several schemes (mentioned earlier) have been 

taken by the Government of India as part of this. But if one look at the interior 

part of the society at the grassroot level just as the society of adibasi plantation 

labourer it would be seen that actually none of these developmental schemes 

have been implemented here. The following instances can be given in support 

of this statement. 

The Government of India have aimed for free and compulsory education 

upto primary level for all. Several measures have been taken to this end but 

in these tea gardens no such initiative is seen. The Doars garden have three 

primary schools within its premises while the Terai garden has noneexcept 

one in neighbouring locality. Data collected from the schools shown very low 

enrolment of adibasi girls in those schools. Girl child labour is prevalent in 

both of these gardens but in small scale. Girl Child marriage is not reported 

here. But this is not due to the enactment of any law rather the people 

understand its bad effect by themselves. No ICDS team has ~ reached to 

these gardens with any development scheme '· For mother child health care 

facility the garden health centres have only some vaccines which are 

inadequate in quantity. Female foeticide or female infanticide is not prevented 

here, this again is not out of the fear of any legal punishment but due to the 

fact that the poor adibasi people do not have such deeprooted apathy against 
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the girl child and also due to that they cannot afford the advanced medical 

techniques to abort female foetus. Stray cases of abortion is reported through 

the crude method in cases of unwanted pregnancy. These ignorant as well 

as innocent people of tea gardens of North Bengal are totally unaware about 

the schemes, programmes initiated and laws enacted. No such effort is seen 

to make them aware of the value of their girl child by any government body, 

or the social workers or Non Governmental Organisation nor the respective 

garden authority. 

Status of Boys in Adibasi Plantation Society : A Comparative 
Study 

Boysin all society have a special importance and so also in the society 

studied. The birth of child is useful to the family for helping and assisting 

parents and guardians. At the initial stage children are valued for being 

children and not for their positive or negative costs. However differentiation 

in gender roles and the norms of patriarchy make·. the boys more important 

than the girls. To adibasi folk both boys and girls are good but considering 

several socio-cultural issues the preference for boys is rather high to girls. 

The birth of child is normally greeted with warmest demonstration of 

unaffected joy in the home but when a male child is born there is much 

rejoicing. In both of the gardens both men and women assert that a boy's 

birth brings great joy. On the other hand the people greet girls birth silently 

as they consider that the girl is some one else's property. The difference 

between son and daughter is marked from the very moment of birth and that 

also reflects the child rearing practice. The need of children is more associated 

with the need of son to look after the parents and family property. The woman 

whose f_irst issue is a male child is considered very fortunate. Traditionally 

the adibasi society has no notion of such 'son preference' exists in caste 

society. But these adibasi people haveadopted this trait from their caste 

neighbours. Besides they also feel the practical facility of having a boy child 

who is expected to look after them at their old age. 56.6 percent of my 

respondents admit that they prefer son. Hankering after son lead to form a 

large family of 4 or 5 or. even more girl child is not uncommon in this plantation 

society. 

In both of these gardens the boy child from a large part of child 

population. In Matigara Tea Estate it is 49.84 percent and in Soongachi Tea 

Estate its is 43.32 percent of the total child population. These boys are 
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considered as assets (Ghar ki Sobha) of family so are much beloved and 

much cared then their female counterpart, 'though the parents say that at 

the time of child birth they prefer son but after birth no such discrimination 

exists regarding fooding and clothing. Still discrimination exists. The boys 

are given the 'delicious food' viz. eggs, large share of weekly meat, the whole 

amount of milk, how small amount the family ~an gather. They get much 

health care when needed. The health centre and hospital·_. of both the gardens 

have record of male child patient more than the females. When dispute in 

between the children occur the parents generally donot intervene. If they 

have to do so then the slap in 90 percent cases fall upon the girls' face 

without knowing who is the kulprit. The boys enjoy the lion share of the 

family affection in most cases. Educatiomf: the children is a fancy of the 

parents of percent generation among the plantation labourers. But there is a 

great tendency of the parents to send the male child to school. In Matigara 

Tea Estate of the total literate adibasi childrens (43.42 percent of the child 

population) 29.05 percent is male child in Soongachi Tea Estate of the total 

literate adibasi children (51.67 percent of the total child population) 25.82 

perc~nt is male child. In both of thes~ gardens generally the male child/are 

allowed to go upto the secondary level of education. Parents send their son 

to school if they afford it inspite of the boy is less intelligent to their girl who is 

kept at home with a huge burden of household work. In most case the boys 

do not have to do any household work.tte may· be a school goer or may not 

be but enjoysthe .. childhood. In few cases they take the charge of cattle 

rearing reluctantly. Another peculiar thing is that in these families the parents 

allow their girls to work in the field from their tender age if necessary arises. 

But in case of boy child's job they are very reluctant. In Matigara Tea Estate 

of the total child population 12.63 percent are job holder of which boy child 

form only 0.10 percent. In Soongachi Tea Estate 10.53 percent of child 

populationar,eJob holdel3of which 2.30 percent is the boy child. The boys 

enjoys much freedom than that of the girls inspite of being younger in age. 

Above all the boys in this society enjoy such a position that the girls 

are gealous about them. 95 percent of my girl informants report that they are 

not happy with their life because they are treated by their parents in such a 

way that they are interior to their male counterparts. 

There is no such ethnic differences regarding the preference of boy 

child. Rather it mainly depends on the attitude of the parents, the member of 
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girl child in the family, the hankering of the parents regarding the boy child, 

the economic condition of the family and so on. From the following table the 

comparison between the boy and the girl child can easily be grasped. 

Table 6.4: Comparison-between Boy and Girl Child. 

Criteria 

Birth 
Fooding and Clothing 
Health Care 
Education 
Household Work 
Economic Participation 

Source : Field Observation. 

Preference given to 

Son 
Almost equal to all 
Son 
Son 
Girls bear the burden mainly. 
Girls are employed mainly. 

OBSERVATION 

Children are equally valuable in all societies and so also in adibasi 

society, where they are considered as. the 'Gift of God'. Tribal society 

traditionally had no such son preference as experienced in the society of the 

caste people neither showed any gloomy face to the new born girls. But in 

tea gardens living side by side with the caste people the innocent adibasis 

too have adopted the ugly idea of 'son preference'. Now son to them is 

considered as 'future helper', he may not take care of them in future still he 

would live before their eyes; he is considered as the asset of a family. 90 

percent of the respondents of both the gardens opine that in an ideal family 

there must be both boy and girls but almost all of them says a boy child is a 

must for a family. In the gardens no such pronounced discrimination between 

the boy girl child exists, except in case of education. Here the girl children 

are over burdened with household activities while the boys enjoy too much 

free time. In Matigara tea estate the total number of child are 349 of which 

50 percent are girls and in the studied part of Soongachi Tea Estate there 

are 360 children and the girls constitute 55 percent. 92 percent of the 

respondents prefer family planning to cope with the 'high price' of essential 
commodities. 

The family back ground of these children are very poor. From their 

parents they have inherited dire poverty, ignorance and illiteracy. The children 
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whose parents both are permanent job holders enjoy a comparatively good 

condition than the others. In most cases they get a chance to go to school 

and do not need to go out for earning; those children whose either parent is 

a permanent labourer their condition is quite better but the con'dition of the 

ward of the temporary labourer is wars~ .They do not even get food regularly. 

Study is more than a dream to them. Even they have to earn by working 

within the garden as child labourer or outside. 

, Child rearing is the duty of mothers who do. it with the help of the 

elderly women in family or neighbouring. Mostly women in tea garden work 

as labourers and it is hard for them to take proper care of their kids. In 

Soongachi tea estate there are 12 creches to·. look after the kids of the working 

mother upto 2 years. While in Terai tea garden there is no such facility. Here 

mother generally keep their kids under the care of their elderly siblings, often 

take them to the garden .tying them with cloths on their back. 

Health picture in both of the gardens is not very good. There is lack of 

consciousness of both personal as well as environmental hygiene. The 

sanitation system as well as sewage of both the gardens is very low. There is 

also lack of hygiene training. The children play on mud and dust in bare feet 

and very often without dress. They suffer , from skin diseases. The close 

living with domestic animals lead to some contagious diseases to them. 

Dysentery .and diarrhoea is common to them along with iron deficiency, 

ariaemia, worm infection and malnutrition among the children. Both of the 

gardens have medical facilities which record that the girl children are rarely 

taken to them than that of the boys. 

Education status of the tribals are very low; though among the tribal 

children it is quite high. Of the children at the age group of 7 -14 years 43.42 

percent children of Terai garden is literate while it is higher (51.67 percent) 

in Doars garden where there are three primary schools within the garden. 

But this percentage is high only upto primary level (35.16 percent in Terai 

garden and 37.32 percent in Doars garden). This percentage is very low 

among the girls (13 percent in Terai; 26 percent in Doars garden) who very 

soon have.to stop their' education. The tribals traditionally have no culture of 

education. They are not at all serious of the education of their ward. Girl's 

education, to them is meaningless. They think that girls ha\le.to rear child, 

prepare food and pick up leaves; none of these need education. In many 

families girls stay at home to look after their younger siblings and cattles as 
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well as to do the household works left by their mothers while their brothers 

enjoy school life. 

The adibasi girls are over burdened with domestic works from dawn to 

dusk. Collection of fire wood, cleaning huts, utensils, washing cloths bring 

water, look after the cattles and the younger siblings are their normal duty. 

Those who are studying go to school after doing these. The unfortunate 

ones who stay-.at home very often prepare .the lunch of their family when the 

mother is at work. Some also work as wage earner in the local construction 

work as daily labour. Though this situation is absent in Soongachi. But in 

both of these gardens very small percentage of children (5.32 percent and 

12 percent in Doars and Terai garden respectively) work: in plantation too. 

Though light activities are given to them like light digging, cleaning of nursery 

beds, cleaning the bushes or nullahs, picking up the seeds of shed trees 

_and the stalks etc. But all these rob their childhood from them. 

The performance of religious rituals are the job of the elderly male 

members of a tribal family. The younger ones only observe these. The younger 

girls often show 'deep dhup' to god and goddess; Game often fast on Siv 

Puja. Some worship Tulsi. All these they adopted from their caste neighbours. 

The respondents report that the tribal girls have very little leisure. They 

lose their childhood even in their childhood. Leisure is lesser among the ~iris 

of working mother!>.ln little leisure these poor children play indigenous games 

like chupa-chupi, kunda-kundi, dom-dom, kitkit etc. The comparativelyaged 
-

one of 12 - 14 years spend much time. in gossip. 

The children of all ethnic groups are friends together. All the elderly 

people of a locality are called by the name, 'kaka' 'dada', 'mama', 'mami~' 

'bhatu'. 

Child abuse, especially the abuse of the girl child is a common crime in 

our present society. The adibasi plantation society is not free from it. Female 

foeticide and infanticide is not reported in either garden. But depriving the 

girls of minimum health care and nutrition, depriving them of their right of 

education, over burdening them with household activities and sibling care 

thus rob their leisure and childhood are some crude forms of abuse too. No 

incident sexual abuse has been reported in the gardens though the working 

girls are always become afraid of being scolded by the sardar at their work 

place due to late and lack of fulfilment of the assignment given. The abuse 
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and discrimination affect i the girl child:. a lot. 70 percent of my respondents 

report that they have to be boys because being girls they enjoy lesser freedom, 

respect, care and comfort than that of their brothers. They grow from their 

childhood with lesser self confidence, self respect and low esteem. 

The ignorant and innocent adibasi labourers living at the remote part·of 

North Bengal know nothing about the plans and programmes initiated by the 

Government for the development of their girl child. No such effort is seen to 

make them aware of the benefit they can get either from the garden authorities 

or Government agencies or the existing local NGOs. So the girL:. child among 

the adibasi plantation labourers are still in total darkness. 

As far as the comparative study regarding the position of girl: child in 

the two gardens of Terai and Doars is concerned it is more or lessly same. 

The only difference is that as the Doars garden has three primary schools 

within its premises. Here the enrolment of girls upto primary level is 

comparatively high then that of the Terai garden. The percentage of girl .. 

children working in plantation is comparatively low in Doars garden. Here 

girls need not go out of the garden for work. Here in this garden (Doars 

garden) there are a number of creches so the burden of sibling care is also 

less on the elder sisters. Though the other things are almost same in both of 

these gardens. In Matigara Tea Estate the male child form 49.84 percent of 

the total child pppulation·. It is 43.32 percent in Soongachi Tea Estate. The 

status of boy child is superior to the girl regarding health and education. The 

boy child enjoysmore health care than the girl·. and also the more nutritious 
\ 

foods. Of the total literate adibasi children of Matigara Tea Estate (43.42 

percent) 29.05 percent is male child. It is 24.82 percent out of 51.67 percent 

of Soongachi Tea Estate. They enjoy their childhood without work burden 

and get a larger share of family affection. 
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